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INTROOUCTION 

This report shows the objectives that have been achieved upon the contract signed 

up between Universal Company and the United Nations Industrial Development 

Organization (UNIDO). The contract aimed at training and rehabilitating trainers and 

trainees in the Ref. & A/C sectors to raise their practical and theoretical skills in using the 

R&R technology in the maintenance and servicing operations for the refrigeration, A/C and 

MAC units. The training programme was also aimed at encouraging technicians on the use 

of the R&R technology by practically clarifying the economical and environmental benefits 

of such technology through preventing ODP refrigerants from escaping into the 

atmosphere during the maintenance operations. 

In addition to that, the Egyptian government has worked in its ongoing programmes on 

raising the efficiency of technicians in the different fields. This encouraged many Ministries 

and Associations to join our training programme and ask for more training courses on 

wider basis for more spread of the modern technology in the Ref. & A/C sector. This in 

turn, imposed an obligation on us to meet these requests in Stage II of the NPP. 

The sponsorship of his Excellency Minister of Environmental Affairs and the Chief 

Executive Officer of the EEAA in addition to the supervision of the NOU, and the 

participation of 5 great Ministries and 27 different specialized associations gave the 

training program a great importance on the national level. 

Finally, I wish to express my deep thanks and appreciation for your help to Universal 

Company in finalizing the job successfully. This in turn made a great contribution in raising 

the efficiency of technicians in the Ref. & A/C sector in Egypt, in addition to fulfilling the 

objectives of the National Phase-out Plan in preserving the Ozone Layer depleting. 

Pls, take note of the following additional information as requested the person in UNIVERSAL 

COMPANY dealing with this report is: 

Eng. Edwar Ibrahim Fahmy 
Phone: + (202) 4012289 
F' ax: + C'202) 2604686 
Cell: + (202) 012 214 5306 
E-mail:universalco6@hotmail. corn 

General Manager 

Eng. Edwar Ibrahim Fahrny 
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I. Ob ective of the trainin ro ramme 

The project aims at sustain reduction of ODS usage in the refrigeration and air 

conditioning sectors by; 

~ Increasing participation awareness on the Ozone Layer Depletion issues 

~ Providing information on conservation techniques and on the new ozone friendly 

refrigerants 

~ Introduction and demonstration of procedures that eliminate the ODS refrigerant 

emissions during preventive or unscheduled maintenance 

~ Selection and guidance in use of retrofitting refrigerants 

~ Development of a network for information sharing throughout the sectors 

The training component of project is of utmost importance. It is an important self-sustaining 

capacity-building tool. It will ensure continuity in training and introduction of current and 

new maintenance methodologies and techniques. 

The training programme for good practices in refrigeration aims at training approximately 

25-30 national trainers with advanced technical background in refrigeration and air 

conditioning drawn from vocational institutes or industry and 1300 technicians from 

refrigeration and MAC workshops. The trainers already must have basic theoretical and 

technical training related to refrigeration and air conditioning and also they have some 

experience from the practical maintenance business. The technicians will operate the 

recovering and recycling equipment to be supplied to their workshop by the project. 

The trainers will act as instructors / trainers to train approximately one thousand three 

hundred technicians /shop floor operators of the project. 

The training programme will include classroom presentations, practical demonstrations 

and hands on training. The curriculum of the training program will include, but not limited 

to: 

~ Background to ozone layer, depletion of ozone layer, the Vienna Convention, the 

Montreal Protocol and its amendments; phase out requirements and the 

Government's response as a party to the Protocol. 
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~ Ozone depletion and environmental considerations 

~ Importance of the refrigeration and air conditioning sector 

~ Overview of the inter National CFC Phase Out programme 

~ Properties of refrigerants and lubricants 

~ Hazards of refrigerants 

~ Refrigerant — alternative refrigerants 

Final Report 

~ Handling and storage of refrigerants, safety requirements, safe refrigerant handling 

techniques 

~ Leak detection and prevention 

~ Good refrigerant practice 

~ Retro filling refrigerants 

~ Recovery, recycling machines — techniques and principles 

Maintenance techniques which minimize the loss of refrigerant effect to atmosphere 

~ Construction of simple recovery machines from recycled components 

~ Practice of installation, service and maintenance techniques 

~ Practice of recovery, recycling an retrofitting techniques 

~ Installation of equipment, operation and maintenance 

~ Discussion on developing of a national code of good practice 

~ Discussion on certification 

~ Discussion on the regulations in place and being considered by the Government, 

~ Including how Egypt can meet its objectives under the Montreal Protocol 

Equipment demonstration and hands on training in the proper use of equipment and 

recovery & recycling machines. 

JJ. EGYPT SITUATION TO THE MONTREAL PROTOCOL: 

Egypt is considered as a complete representation for the rules of the MONTREAL 

PROTOCOL to OZONE DEPLETING SUBSTANCES. 

In addition, Egypt approved on all the special amendment of the MONTREAL 

PROTOCOL. 

Controlled substances consumed in Egypt are given in Table below sores taken by the 

Government of Egypt and the industry, the consumption is being gradually declining since 

1996, The present NPP covers Annex A, substances, and Annex B substances for 
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terminal phase-out. The status of Egypt in terms of Montreal Protocol ratification is as 

follows: 

Vienna Convention 

Montreal Protocol 

London Amendment 

Copenhagen Amendment 

Montreal Amendment 

Beijing Amendment 

09 May 1988 (R) 

02 Aug 1988 (R) 

13 Jan 1993 (R) 

28 Jun 1994 (R) 

20 Jul 2000 (R) 

On going 

The CFC's sectors for refrigeration and A/C in Egypt consumed about 834 tons of these 

substances in 2005. The schedule for reduction of CFCs consumption by the country 

under the NPP was agreed as follows: 

PROJECT DATA 004 

Montreal Protocol limits 1, 668 

2005 006 007 

834 834 50 

2008 

50 

009 010 otal 

50 0 n. a. 

CFCs 

nnual consumption, 

limits (except MOl secto 1047 

consumption) 

822 595 240 l13 9 0 n. a. 

(ODP) 

(tonnes) 

nnual phase-out from 

ongoing projects 

nnual phase-out newl 
0 

addressed 

nnual reduction from 
185 

institutional Activities 

nnual unfunded phase 

out (MDl) 

35 19 7 

150 182 100 

42 

154 0 

23 25 0 129 

4 0 537 

227 

0 0 154 

TOTAL ODS CONSUMPTION T 

BE PHADE-OUT 
225 355 127 9 0 1047 

III. EGYPTIAN STRATEGY FOR CFC's PHASE OUT PLAN 

The MLF with the help of Egyptian Government in complete phase out Consumption 

CFC's substances of Ref. A/C sectors from 834 tons to 0 tons at 2010 on three phases: 
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Phases 

First phase 

Second phase 

Thrid phase 

Status of implemention 

finished 

Not started 

Not started 

(From — to ) 

8/2005-12/2006 

12/2006-1/2008 

1/2008-1/2010 

In addition, the 1st phase targets summeried in the next points 

Project Element Status of implemention 

Equipment (250 sets of R-R, 40 sets for 

MAC, Identification units, etc) 

Evaluation and follow — up international 

consultants Monitoring and verification 

Project Management 

Completed 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Trianning Programmeres (RMP) 
Ongoing 

IV. UNIVERSAL CO. APPROACH IN DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
TRAINING P ROG RAMME. 

In the context of Egyptian membership in the Montreal Protocol to protect the Ozone Layer 

and in light of the implementation of the Egyptian strategy to phase-out the use of CFCs in 

production, maintenance & servicing sectors in the Refrigeration and A/C Sector in Egypt 

the Egyptian government has legislated obligatory rules for public and private companies 

using the Ozone Oepleting Substances (CFCs) during the production or maintenance 

processes in the refrigeration and air-conditioning sector. These legislations will guarantee 

the execution of oriented training prograrnmes for the dealers in this sector to stop 

releasing the ozone depleting substances into the atmosphere. In correspondence with 

both the international and the Egyptian efforts in saving the Ozone Layer, we have the 

pleasure to participate through our organization in introducing the new technology of 

Recycling and Recovery (R8R) to the Refrigeration and Air-conditioning sector in Egypt. 

This will take place through holding training programmes to train trainers, trainees and 

technicians in the Ref. and A/C sector in Egypt on the technology of recyciing and 

recovering CFCs during the maintenance process instead of releasing CFCs into the 

atmosphere. In light of the contract between Universal Company and the United Nations 

6 
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Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) for the implementation of training 

programmes for trainers and trainees, these training programmes are aimed at introducing 

the new technology in the repair and maintenance of the Refrigeration and A/C equipment 

to inspire the concerned people in this field to contribute to the preservation of the Ozone 

Layer. 

Using the CFC's and HCFC's in the Ref. 8 A/C units during the maintenance operations 

causes the Ozone Layer to deplete; thus, it became a necessity to train and qualify 

workers and technicians in the Refrigeration Maintenance and Servicing Sector to be able 

to play their due role in controlling the harmful emissions of Refrigerants. This can be 

achieved through training programmes to improve the qualifications of the workers and 

technicians in the Refrigeration Maintenance and Servicing Sector and by training them on 

the Modern Technology of Recovery and Recycling and the good practices in the 

maintenance operations to help freeze the consumption levels of the ODSs in order to 

comply with the Egyptian Commitments of the Montreal Protocol. Thus this training course 

was held under the title of "The Training Program for Good Practices in Refrigeration and 

MAC Maintenance". 

No doubt that the training courses for the technicians is one of the most important stages 

of the implementation of the training programme. It is considered as the first priority to train 

technicians from different workshops and associations on the use of the "modern 

technology in the maintenance and servicing of the cooling and refrigerating units". This is 

in addition to training them on the use of the R8 R equipment to recover the refrigerant to 

be reused in the same unit. This technology can be applied to the different cooling units 

such as refrigerators, A/Cs, commercial refrigeration units, display cooling units, water 

coolers, ice makers, etc. 

The technicians have been also trained on the different ways of the chemical analysis for 

the ozone friendly refrigerants (R-134a, R-404. . . etc} and the ozone depleting refrigerants 

(R-12, R-502. . . etc). The training courses have also included training the technicians on 

the different methods of retrofitting the units from using R-12 to using R-134a and from 

using R-502 to using R-404. 

We noticed during these training courses the great variety in the educational backgrounds 

and qualifications of the technicians which allowed a great exchange of experiences 

among them. 

The total number of technicians trained during this stage reached 1040 technicians; this 

number is considered as a very large number out of the sector of technicians which 

consists of about 24 thousand technicians in Egypt whether formal or informal. 
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Finally, it worth to be mentioned here that after the finalization of the training courses the 

company has received about 8 formal invitations from different Ministries to train their 

technicians following the completed training programmes. This is in addition to about 2000 

more technicians expressed their need to join the training courses. 

The practical examination is one of the most important stages of the training courses. After 

the finalization of each training course, the trainees and technicians in each taining course 

were asked to work together to assemble a Recovery & Recycling unit similar to that of 

RTI's under the supervision of a technical engineer and the trainer of the training 

course. AII the materials required for assembling the R8 R unit (i. e. compressor, condenser 

electrical parts, safety equipment. . . etc) were provided by Universal Company from the 

local market. This idea aims at encouraging technicians to assemble, operate and use this 

unit in maintenance and servicing in their own workshops. This will result into more 

preservation for the Ozone Layer and better economic benefit to the technician through 

assembling the unit himself rather than purchasing it. 

The result was really amazing and great: approx. 90/o of the trainees and technicians 

have already started establishing such units on their own. Technically, the assembled unit 

operates at 70'/o efficiency of the RTI unit. Economically, it only costs about L. E. 2, 300 in 

addition to I . E. 400 as the cost of the recovery cylinder (total cost o about L. E. 2, 700), 

Now, after the finalization of all 52 training courses we have 52 assembled recovery units 

to be awarded to the peculiar trainee from each training course in the closing ceremony. 

The company is looking forward to complete it's training programme to the rest of the 

technicians in different sectors in addition to developing training courses to give them the 

new and modern technology to save the Ozone Layer. 

This is considered the true success for us, and we can not ignore your great efforts and 

cooperation with the Egyptian government to implement the training courses in the 

Egyptian Strategy for the Ref. & AIC sector in Egypt. 

TOR from UNIOO and what has been done to achieve the tar ets of the 

Trainin ro rarnme and evaluation of work lane to: 

Arrangements with the OZONE Unit which is supervising on training programme to 

put an imagination to do the training programme in the giving spots from theTOR. 

2. Arrangements with governmental and the non governmental organizations to chose 

the trainers and the technicians to the training programmes, 
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3. Talking to the specialist sides to deal with the places to do the training programmes 

all over the country. 

4; Deal with internal specialists to do all the technical operation concerning the ref. & 

A/C. 

5. Prepare and sesing and print all things to the training programmes. 

6. Chose the training subjects, preparing the programmes and estimation of the 

number of training centers and servicing workshops to be invited to delegate their 

technicians jointly with EEAA and the NOU using the following statistic data; 

Region Number of 

Service 

workshops 

Skilled Semi skilled 

Technicians Technicians 

Number of Number of Total 

Number of 

Workers 

Great Cairo 

De'Ita 

East Delta 

West Delta 

Upper Egypt 

North Coast 

Sinai 

Total 

2, 648 

896 

210 

324 

441 

117 

94 

4, 730 

9, 000 

3, 150 

800 

990 

1, 550 

480 

320 

16, 290 

4, 600 

1, 320 

350 

430 

660 

210 

140 

7, 710 

13, 600 

4, 470 

1, 150 

1, 420 

2, 210 

690 

460 

24, 000 

A typical service workshop is a small unit usually with staff of 1 to 4 technicians, generally 

managed by the owner, with at least one of the workers having some sort of academic 

background or training. ln general, these shops contain minimum basic service equipment. 

Approximately 65/0 of the total workers have some form of formal skills training, either 

through technical education, training in vocational institutions and youth training centres or 

technical high schools in specialized industries. The level of skills is generally at the level 

of basic technical knowledge and practical and operational skills gained on the job, 

Bearing in mind previously approved projects and ongoing activities, the survey estimates 

that at least a further 16, 400 technicians would benefit from appropriate training in good 

practices in refrigeration servicing. 
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In addition, there are several special technical educational institutes that works in this field 

as follows: 

State Training 

centre 

Vocational Technical 

secondary school 

Universities and high 

Technical institution 

Total 

Number 

Great Cairo 

East Oelta 

West Oelta 

Delta 

North Coast 

Upper Egypt 

Sinai 

Total 

15 

39 

16 

77 

67 

260 31 

22 

89 

330 

Thus, only 20 of the 330 technical intuitions and training centres in Egypt are actively 

cooperating with local service and manufacturing enterprises to supply them with trained 

service technicians. The current curriculum of these training centres contains both 

theoretical and practical components as follows: 

~ Background information on the Montreal Protocol 

~ Explanation of the effects of Ozone Layer Depletion 

~ The consiquncies of the Ozone Layer depletion. 

~ Presentation of the appropriate regulations. 

~ The need for Recovery 8 Recycling refrigerants. 

~ Presentation of Recovery & Recycling technologies and methodologies in different 

refrigeration and AIG systems. 

The practical component is generally taught out-side the training centres through hands-on 

work at trade companies. As the service practice and equipment in the field is not always 

state of art it is considered to be of high priority to make it possible for these centres to 

conduct the practical training as well. 

Moreover, it is necessary to chair all the educational, technical, and industrial companies 

and the services and maintenance centers to make aware on every section and put in 

consideration distribute the training all over the country: 

10 
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~ Coordination with sides to chose the training arrangements with all the private and 

governmental entities to choose the trainers and specialists to come to these 

training courses. 

~ Coordination with specialists and consultants in ref. 8 A/C section to share with 

accumulated expertise and to improve the quality and success of the training 

programmes. 

~ Design and print every training materials needed for the training programmes, daily 

operational manuals ang guide books, instructions for purchasing the row materials, 

spare parts and components. 

~ Choosing the priority training subjects and transferring them to the trainers by 

visual, audio and printed materials, 

~ Preparing and arranging participation of ICCT Company (sub-contractor of RTI to 

facilitate the conducting of the training activities of Universal Co. 

V. SELFASSESMENT OF THE TRAINING PROGRAMME AND 'THE "LESS NS 

LEARNED". 

According to the contract conditions the programmes were concentrated mostly on 

training of trainers and technician for the domestic refrigeration and MAC servicing 

sectors. 

In order to address the entire refrigeration and air conditioning sectors and to provide 

an integrated package of the technical assistance described in the NPP and to ensure 

a sustainability of the future operation of the sectors concerned the new training 

programmes for 2007-2008 to be design accordingly. 

It was made understandable that the new TP should be designed taking into 

consideration the following: 

~ necessity to have involved in the group training, workshops, seminars and 

specialized meetings the participants with different functions, duties and levels of 

responsibilities, starting from servicing technicians through owners/managers of the 

service workshops, irnporters/ merchants /distributors of the relevant equipment, 

components and chemicals, custom officers and monitoring/financial and industrial 

controlling/ reporting officials from the respective ministries and governmental 

institutions concerned; 

11 
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~ put in practice the invitation of local and international experts and specialized 

companies/institutions as the lectures to share with the relevant expertise and 

experience. 

Vl. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

In view of the above considerations it recommended that the further training 

programmes and other relevant activities to be concentrated on the following priority 

sectors and subjects: 

~ commercial and transportation refrigeration servicing and retrofitting; 

e chillers and industrial refrigeration servicing, retrofitting and replacement including 

relevant technical, financial and legal aspects; 

~ technical and commercial aspects and challenges of "drop in" alternative 

refrigerants and technologies; 

~ custom, trading and legislative regulations and procedures for import, distribution 

and usage of ODS as the substances, materials and equipment/components 

containing ODS and to be used for the servicing and manufacturing of ODS 

containing products in Egypt; 

~ domestic refrigeration appliances servicing and retrofitting with the emphasis on 

technical and commerc'ia) aspects of the available alternative refrigerants and their 

compatibility with different types of compressors. 

In light of the above considerations the managerial and operational personnel of Universal 

Company is confident that it has clear visions on the future activities to be performed in the 

field of technical training and other awareness activities on the country level to contribute 

and assist the country in achieving its tasks under the Montreal Protocol all. 

Universal Company is possessing by the required experience and qualified staff to 

organize and successfully conduct the training programrnes and other forms training 

activities for the above mentioned sectors of industry, commerce and administration. 
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UST OF THE COORDINATORS AND SUPERVISORS OF THE TRAINING 
COURSES 

~ Dr. Mohamed Sayed 1Qialil 

~ Dr. Ezzat Lewis 

C. E. O. / EEAA 

Director of the National Ozone Unit 

~ hValid El Sammak 
Executive Engineer of the Refrigeration Sector/ 
NOU 

~ Edwar Ibrahim I ahmy Owner of the Company 

i Tarek Soliman General Manager of the Universal Company 

~ Afohamed Ref tat 
Executive tvlanager for the Traini»g Program 
(Universal Cotnpany) 

~ Samy A'1eslh& Ministry of Higher Education 

~ Salah Abdel I-lat. 
i Federatio» of Fg&ptian Industries 

~ 1'athy Abou Sena Ministry of Manpower and Emigration 

Representative of the Associations and Specialized 
~ Mohamed Abdel Salam El IIusseiny 

Institutions in the Refrigeration sector 

~ Albert Ibrahim hleshreky Representative of the Universal Company 

~ Ibrahrm Xj'feshl eke Ma»ager of the NPP Prolect 

Ministry of' Education 

Mahmoud Moha. med Agui»a Center f' or the i%4AC sector 

~ W! ahmoud Abdel Hay ~K4inistry of I" oreiyi Trade and Industry 

~ I alreern G aber NGOs 
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LIST OF TRAINERS OF THE TRAINING COURSES: 
Draft Final Report 

Serial 

Passer Elsayed Selim Aii 

Salah Bayoumi AbdelRahim Hekal 

AssociitIaiI's': 

Badrasheen industrial Secondary School 

Bahtirn Industrial Secondary School 

Refat Mostafa Mousa 

4 Saria Ahmed Abd Elrahman 

5 Elsayed Abdel Nabi Abdelaziz 

Amr Aly Farghaly Ahmed 

Essam Ibrahim AbdelH amid 

Mohamed Ali Ali Mohamed 

9 Mohamed Abdel Latif AII 

Mohamed Mokhtar Mohamed 
Aht"~ed 

11 Selim Mohamed Selim El Sherif 

El Mevvafaq AlirnedA bou Elela 
Khalil 

13 Mohamed Saad Abbass Mohamed 

14 Amer Elsayed IVlahmoud El Sayed 

15 IVlohamed Fouad Abbass 

'16 Abdel Sattar Fouad Abdei Elsattar 

17 Ehab Abdel Azeem Mahmoud 

18 Mahfouz Rahim Esk. i der 

Mahmoud Elsayed Abdel Aziz 
Zayed 

20 Magdy Mohamed Hassan 

21 Mahmoud Ashour 

22 Khaled Osman Mohamed 

23 Atef Sedik Masoud 

Albert lbrahim Meshreky 

25 Tarek Ahmed Hassan 

26 Sammar Abdel Gabar 

27 Osama Abdel Yavvab 

28 Tarek Ahmed Soliman 

29 Hany Fouad Gaballa 

30 Nadia Abdel Samee 

Bahtim Industrial Secondary School 

Bahtim Industrial Secondary School 

Giza Electrical Secondary School 

Giza Electrical Secondary School 

Badrasheen Industrial Secondary School 

Elahram Industrial Secondary School for Boys 

Refrigeration and A/C supervisor from Elnozha 
Educational Sector 

Galal Fahmy Advanced Technical School 

Teacher in Galal Fahmy Advanced Technical 
School 
Teacher in Gala! Fahmy Advanced Technical 
School 

Teacher in Giza Electrical Secondary School 

Teacher in Banha Mechanical Secondary School 

Teacher in Abdin Industrial Secondary School 

Teacher in Abdin Industrial Secondary School 

Teacher in Abdin Industrial Secondary School 

Teacher in Giza Electrical Secondary School 

Technician in Agina Maintenance Center for MAC 

Giza Secondary School 

Giza Electrical Secondary School 

Giza Electrical Secondary School 

Giza Electrical Secondary School 

Universal Company 

Universal Company 

Universal Company 

Universal Company 

Universal Company 

Universal Company 

Universal Company 





































































































































COORD&XAT&ON XV1TH ACCT COMr AX+: 
Third 1nteri m Reporl 

A contract has been signed up between the RTI Compan&- the supplier of the equipments- ai)d 

the ICCT Company for consultations. 

fhis contract aitns ar introducing ICCT Company eirperience in operating the modern RRR 

equipin(-. nts to the trainers ~i ho wiH be responsible for the (raining courses during the training 

p1ogla1n 

In addition to this a»d in coor&lination with the ICC l Compaiiy, a delegation of their ('. xpeits 

visited Cairo, and held a traiiiin, ; program for trainers oii the use of th& new equipnient during 

t! ie period 22-26/] 1/2006. 

1 li&. tranicrs haa e b&. eii trani&. (l &lurmg &his t1ain1iig coui"e on all t&])(. s of RII cqu11)ni nt. t}iar 

lracc lrcr n anppiu ri. 

ir. ha. ' lrrcrr ahucrid wirh ICr" 
I . :«pcrrar dele@cion upon anorhec ci:ir ro Caco ro cvalnare anri 

a, 'ess i he pelf'or)nance of rlie &iainer; i id to lntroduc&". 1'h(. n(". 9 tech»010%es of retrofltt11 g 

r( frigera t ion units. 

And, lect Company has made its second visit to us during the period 20-26/12/2006. The RTI 

delegatio» lias continued its r&)1&. in i»tro(lucing the mo(lern technology iii the maintenance and 

servicmg of [:h(. Ref. R 3, /C uints. 

1 would like to seize this opportunity to exl)ress my decl) thanks for. UNIDO for choosing 1&TI 

Company as we really have gr(. ", &t benefits and experien&. es from it were not available for us 

b( for&. . 

t Conc&. niing &hi» secoi«l traini»g it d&. alt ~iith inaiiv tlienics of which the most important were: 

A, Retrofit: 
1&etrofitting a unit from u iiig R-12 to using R-13'la. 

Retrofirtnig a unit:. from usiiig R-22 to using 1&-407c. 

13. a~Vc1din ', 
Differ(. nt safe methods of w(;lding. 

~ How to test: 0 eldl11g. 

1 i»all&'c 1 would like also to ili:iiik flic LJ&XIDO teain ui iii& »aine and on behalf of all the 

tr;iiiiee: &&n the surcessl'ul clioic& of tli&. ' ICC'I Coinp'iiiy ivhich Iias also transferred to us iis 

great experiences in the field of maintenance and seti'icinga Find in attach a report on ICCT 

Company Experts Visit . 



l ECHNICAL REPORT OF THE TRAlNtNG COURSES: 
Third Interim Report 

C. Course I oeation: 
~ Tlie training courses were held in '13 different training centers distributed among 8 

govertiorates from aJJ over Egypt: 

Serial 

Gina 

(iovernorates Training Centers 

Leading Trainuig Center (Giza School) 

Abde(. » '1'rai»ing Center. 

l. acuity of '1'echnology (Saba fa) 

Cairo 
1'ac»it@ of industrial J. ducation (Cairo) 

Faculty of' 1'ecli»olog~. (4ih, taria) 

Ann&'. d Forces Traiiii»& C(. »t&. r 

Sharabeya Trai»i»g Center. 

Port S'lid Faculty of l'echnology (Port Said) 

Shar(luia 

AJ('. xandria 

Me»ya 

i'iswan 

Faculty. of 1 echnology (Zagazig) 

Shat. by Trainuig Center. 

F tsa T1'al11111g C('. »tei 

%swan Training Centei. 

Qaliobeya Shoubra %fetal Center 

TO'I'Al. 8 (iovcrnorates l3 'I'raining Center 

] he cours(. s started at 9:00 am til] 6:00pm ( duri»g practical sessions && due to tlie number 

of trai»ees a»d tech»iciatis, training sessions sometimes ended at 9:00pm) 

Coff&. e break usually lasted for. lialf an hour after the first lecture; lunch break was for ha1f 

an hour. according ro rhe t. ime scliedule for each day. 

I). Trainin ~ Materials IJsed: 
The book "The intro&11ic1ion of new technology for ervicing and maintenance of 

refrigera!10» al]d '-4/C u»1ts 

1-Ja»(/outs (1&efer to ikpp(. »&ln 5»i the l'irst Jnt('. rim Rcport). 

Video film a. nd CD. 

1 resentation shown usiiig datii show. 

'1'ra»sparencies, overhead projector. 
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Some of the trainers from each group had in{ormatio» about sat»rahon, temperatures and 

how to use the tables to calculate superheat and sub-cool. Sameabout micron gauge during 

vacuum or how to recover the refrigerant during maintenance and re-usiiig it in the sa&Tie 

Cll CUlt. . 

The&' w(. re a1so i»troduced to cliarge b&. volume and by weight. ~VIany of thcin had idea 

about thermostatic expansio» valve, how to adjust it and how to charge from 1&12 to R134a. 
'] hev lack the knowledg(. of t lie 100 refrigera»t families, ODP 8; HCi%IP. 

11"&. w(. n. asked to ei(1)lai» the PC13 for air-coiiditioiicrs. 

J. 'I'hc Practical Course: 

All available ecluipment was used. I. quipme»t was of good quality and thus, facihtated the 

Fqt(ipvzent Available At She I ab: 

~ 5b reirigerators ICING — 1(. 134a. . 

~ 64 split air. conditioner using R22 

o3 window air condition(. rs us»1g IU2. 

~ 21 condensmg unit using R404a 6: R407c. 

~ 22 cooling unit using R502 and R12 available. 

31 water coolers using R12. 

~ 14 Ice machines using IB04a. 

~ 12& A/C units 

~ 70 R('. fright at loll U11its 

50 ChiIIers 

101 Coiilinefci'll R(. f. &»ii S 

~ X~'ieasuring 8 S&. curity &;(Iuipme» ts 

I'rainers were divided iiito 4 groups. in the beyining they measured the superheat and sub 

cool (if' possible) aiid curr(. nt. '1'liny used tables, pressure ~«aug(:', temperature seiisors, and cia»ip 

ammeter. The& a1so check&. d 1&:ak in the circuits by electronic leak d(. tectors. 

Aft&;r the& b(. came fainili;ir. i1. ith &he &:(iuipm&'. »t, w(. 'explain&d liow to recover the ref'rigerini: 

cliarge then they started to recover the refrigerant in 12 units (refrigerators and air conditioners) 

UslllP, the recovcl y uilit and 5'IAC uilit fol cais. 

'I'he& used nitrogen and checked agai» for leak by usiiig soap this time. After that they purged 

the»itrogen to air, tlie&. Start(. d &o evacuate the syst(&ins from air up to 300 inicron, iisiiig ihe 
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electronic micron gauge. 1'hey evacuate the graduated charging 

required atnount of refrigcran t. 

I'hi rd Jnteri r» Report 

cylinder and filled it with thc 

They charged the system on three or four steps measuring after each step temperature, 

superheat, current, etc. 

After char&&ing the system with the right. quantity of refrigerant, they measured the performance 

of the system, then they were 'lsked to add more charge and check what the result is. They 

discovered many mistakes during their previous way to charge capillary tube system. 

During& char&ing air (:onditio»(rs& th&. y dis(overed that stora«g&c of 30g&m can be critical and can 

i(. du&:e th&. cf! ici&. ncy of the air conditioni!. " unit. 

Also they r(. 'trofit R12 refrig('!. ator b) R13-'1a. 'I'hey adjusted the supper heat. fol Tu'. 

1'hev meas»rcd th('. micro farad for capac!tors. 1 hcy iiorked xvith 1'CB's for different types of 

all' co»el!110»efs. 

1:ach group worked as a tean!, they divided the work between them. 

Explain temperature in de&&ree Fahr(. . nhcit and degree Celsius 

Explain heat 8& 8 I U 

~ Define pressure 

~ L, xpia(n sup(. 'rltcat &% sub"coolm&& 

~ Lxl)la111 perfect v'cuurn 

e Ex})1AH1 1(', frlgcrat!on cj cle 

~; ((. (. essorl(. 's for 1(, 'frig(!rant (. Ircu&ts 

Refrigerants: 
~ Reco&mize refillable& non r(. 'fillabl&. and recovery cylinders 

Kno&1 the diff&. rcnce betw('. (:n pure, isotropic, and zeotropic blends 

~ LJ s1»g nil. l'ogcn 

l. understand zeotropic blends and lubricants 

1:sc saturation tables for z(. 'Otropic blends 

~ LJs(. 'prope!. lub!. !(. an(s for ref! Ig(. 'ra!! t' bl(»ds 

Refrigerant Controls: 

Capillary tubes 

~ liow control valve 

~ !"'xplain TXV 
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'1'hey were iiitroduced to hoe to charge by volume and by weight. ~hlany of them had idea about 

thermostatic expansion valve, how to adjust it and how to charge from R-12 to 

R-13da. 1hey lack the knowledg«of the 400 refrigerant families and their alternatives, ODP R 

HG%'P. 

9'e wer«asked to explain the P(:B for air-conditioners. 

M. The Practical (:purse: 

A, 11 available ecluipment. was used. Equipment was of good quality and thus, facilitated the 

smoothness of the sessions. 

Total Qnantities of Lqnipnient Available in tbe Laboratories for all the Train'. ug 

Centers: 
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Executive summary 

The goal of this training of trainers workshop on professional R8 R equipment handling is 
to reduce ODS (Ozone Depleting Substances) usage in the refrigeration 8 air- 
conditioning service sector in Egypt and to assist the country to comply with the phase- 
out schedule for CFC's under the Montreal Protocol. 

The train-the-trainers workshop on professional RBR equipment handling and generic 
issues, such as best practices in commercial refrigeration and the sectors of MAC and 
AC is part of a comprehensive approach to reduce the ODS consumption in the 
refrigeration servicing sector in Egypt. Such approach is defined in the Refrigerant 
Management Plan (RMP) of Egypt, which has been approved by the Executive 
Committee of the Multilateral Fund to be implemented by UNIDO. 

UNIDO is responsible for the implementation of the training programme on good 
practices in refrigeration and the implementation of the training programme on control 
and monitoring of ODS imports and exports for customs officers. 

The completed train-the-trainers workshop on professional R8R equipment handling 
and other related generic issues in best refrigeration practices in Egypt was the initial 

workshop of this kind in the region as part of a National Refrigerant Management Plan, 

The programme consists of two phases, the train-the-trainers phase and the train-the- 
technicians phase. The trained trainers are expected to train more than 14QQ remaining 
service technicians in the fields of refrigeration and air-conditioning, 

The long term expected result of the training programme is to enhance professional RgR 
equipment handling and operation on one hand, and on the other hand best service and 
technical practices in the refrigeration, MAC and AC sector. 

This activities must assist the before mentioned sectors to switch over to non-CFC 
equipment in a smooth way without causing an unnecessary burden to the consumers, 
clients and end-user, 

During the train-the-trainers workshop, 23 professionals (teachers and trainers) from 
several industrial and technical schools from the area of Cairo and Giza were trained on 
the professional R8 R equipment handling and other generic issues of best practices in 
refrigeration and air-conditioning. 
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The workshop included lectures on the harmful effects of ozone layer depletion and the 
resulting increase of UV-A and UV-B radiation, the Montreal Protocol and its 
Amendments as well as lectures on CFC, HCFC, HFC and Non Fluorocarbon 
refrigerants, recovery, recycling equipment and preventive maintenance practices. 
Lectures on retrofitting and future technological developments in the refrigeration sector 
were also included. 

Hands-on demonstrations with recovery and recycling equipment, using actual 
refrigeration units as well as stationary and mobile air-conditioning systems in need of 
recharge and maintenance were conducted as part of the training workshop. 

The theoretical and practical trainer training for hand)ing and operation of the supplied 
recovery, recycling, evacuation and charging equipment will bring immediate awareness 
amongst the technicians, both in conservation of ODS refrigerants and additional about 
new ozone friendly refrigerants. 

All workshop sessions where conducted by photocopying of documents and copying of 
database of training materials and operation manuals, to be provided to the trainer. 

Objectives 

The-main-objective-of — the — R &R — programme-is — to-reduce-CFC — consumption-in-the 
refrigeration and air-conditioning sector in the Sultanate of Oman and to assist the 
country in complying with the phase-out schedule applicable to CFC's under the 
Montreal Protocol by: 

1. Increasing participants awareness about ozone depletion and the Montreal 
Protocol 

2. Increasing participants awareness about the environmental and economic 
benefits of recovery and recycling of CFC refrigerant 

3. Defining selection criteria for the selected service workshops and R&R centre, 
4. Training refrigeration technicians and trainers from the local training institutes 

in the use, maintenance and repair of R8, R equipment 
5. Transferring R8R equipment to the selected service workshops and R&R 

centres. 
6. Creating a R8 R network for CFC refrigerants 
7. Stimulating the development of a network for information sharing throughout 

the sector 
8. Helping the country to achieve the phase-out in a co-ordinated, planned and 

cost-effective manner 
9. Allowing existing CFC equipment to run until the end of its economic life by 

using recovered & recycled CFC refrigerants 
10. Reducing the consumption of virgin CFC-12 
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The recovery and recycling (RBR) programme is part of a comprehensive approach to 
reduce the CFC consumption in the refrigeration-servicing sector. This approach is 
defined in the Egypt Refrigerant Management Plan (RMP). 

The R8 R programme is funded through the NIultilateraI Fund (MLF) for the 

Implementation of the Montreal Protocol. UNIDO manages the implementation and 
provides technical and policy support, During an UNIDO tendering procedure in the year 
2006, RTI Technologies USA received the contract for the equipment supply, technical 
services and training of trainers in Egypt. 

In general, the most important sector in A5 countries in which ozone-depleting 
substances are used is the refrigeration sector, predominantly for the servicing of CFC 
containing equipment. Yet, poor servicing procedures such as flushing and venting often 
lead to the release of significant quantities of CFCs directly into the atmosphere. 

The release of CFCs during repair and servicing can be reduced and ultimately avoided 
through training in good practices in refrigeration and recovery 8 recycling. The 
consumption of virgin CFC lefrigerants is reduced once recovered and recycled 
refrigerants are used for recharging of refrigeration systems instead of virgin 
refrigerants, The availability of recovered and recycled refrigerants will allow existing 
refrigeration systems to run until the end of their economic life and thus contribute to a 
smooth-phase-out-of-CFC-refrigerants. 

However, the supply of R&R equipment and the establishment of the R&R system alone 
does not ensure the successful operation of the system. !t must be supported by a 
regulatory framework including legal and voluntary measures as well as incentive 
schemes. 

A successful RMP will ensure that recovered or recycled refrigerants can compete 
economically with virgin refrigerants and that recovery & recycling is profitable for the 
individual service companies. 

An abrupt non-availability of CFC refrigerants in the future may adversely affect the 
operation of important industries and will lead to disturb the overall sensitivity of cold 
storage chains of food, air- conditioning systems for public Institutions like hospitals and 
private used air- conditioner. Therefore, it is essential for CFC users to be able to 
reduce and subsequently phase-out their consumption in a co-ordinated, planned and 
cost-effective manner. 

A combination of containment practices such as recovery and recycling and conversion 
to alternative technologies are expected to ease the economic consequences of the 
phase-out. Training on good practices in refrigeration and an effective R&R programme 
combined with prudent retrofitting and timely replacement are part of the overall phase- 
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out strategy and will assist the Arab republic of Egypt in meeting the control measures 
under the Montreal Protocol — sustaining the freeze of Annex A CFCs from 1999 and the 
50% reduction in 2005, the 85% reduction in 2007 and the phase-out in 2010. 

Trend in Production and Consumption 
Annex A Group I 

- CFCs 
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Content of the workshops (seminars) 

QQccr 

The training agenda was designed to ensure that the objectives set out for the seminar 

(see Section 2) were achieved, 

The training workshop (seminar) included (but was not limited to) the following 

objectives. 

Introduction and demonstration of RTI refrigerant handling equipment. 
Safety recommendations and advices. 
Practical training of operation and maintenance of the supplied equipment, 
Partially related to the supplied equipment a theoretical and practical training 

about best practice of the use of the supplied equipment, 
Increasing participant awareness. 
Introduction and demonstration of procedures that eliminate refrigerant emissions 
during preventive and unscheduled maintenance and repair of CFC based 
refrigeration, air- condition and MAC systems, 
Introduction and comparison of new refrigerants like HFC's and HC's 

Impact of refrigerants (CFC, HFC, HC) in view of the environmental Global 

Warming process 
Impact of bad practices, maintenance and poor servicing equipment in view of the 
environmental Global Warming process 
Theoretical and practical training in retrofit procedures 
Theoretical and practical training in copper tube brazing 
Participants brazing procedure test according EN regulation DIN 13133 
(examination) 
Theoretical an practical training on skills and knowledge for domestic refrigeration 

During the sessions, time was allocated to encourage discussion and feedback of the 

content, technological changes and methodology used 
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Participants 

In total 30 participants attended the R8R workshop. The list of participants is provided 
with annex B of this document. 

The instructors for the workshop: 

First workshop session 23' to 25' November 2006 
Mr. Rolf Huehren and Mr, Dennis Huehren from ICCT Co. Duesseldorf, Germany 

Second workshop session 20" to 23rd December 2006 
Mr. Rolf Huehren 
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Agenda for the first R&, R workshop session in November 06 

Wednesda, 22"' November 2006 
07:20 

19:05 

Departure from Duesseldorf, Germany via 
Paris to Cairo 
Arrival at Cairo airport 
Welcome at the airport and delivery of to the 
hotel b Universal Co. 

Dennis Huehren 
Rolf Huehren 

Thursda, 23' November 2006 
08:45 
09:00 — 11;00 

Arrival at Giza Electrical School 
Introduction at Giza Electrical School 
Briefing with IVlr. Wafid Alsammak (NOU) and 
Mr. Edward ). Fahmy (Universal Co. ) and 
members of Giza Electrical School 

Dennis Huehren 
Rolf Huehren 

11:00 — 12:30 

13:30 — 17:00 

RTI equipment check and site preparation 
~ Preparation of the seminar locality 
~ Preparation of the equipment 
~ Preparation of leaflets and printouts 
~ Preparation of database and 

softcopies 

Power Point presentation 
~ R&R Strategy and environmental 

aspects 
~ Safety and Containment 

Discussion 

17:45 Arrival at Hotel 
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Frida, 24'" November 2006 
08:45 
09:00 — 09:30 
09:30 — 13:00 

Arrival at Giza Electrical School 
Review of the first day 
Power Point presentation and introduction of 
the RTI RBR equipment 

~ RTI RRC770 

Dennis Huehren 
Rolf Huehren 

14:00 — 17:00 Power Point presentation and introduction of 
the RTI R8R equipment 

~ TX200 
~ Handling of the R8 R equipment 

RRC770 and TX200 
~ Technical components of the R8 R 

system 
~ Equipment specifications 
~ Methods of refrigerant identification 

and analysis 
~ Practical instructions and exercises 

Discussion 

17:45 Arrival at Hotel 

Saturda, 25'" November 2006 
08:45 
09:00 — 09:30 
09:30 — 13:00 

Arrivai at Giza Electrical School 
Review of the second day 
Power Point presentation 

~ Evacuation of a refrigeration or AC 
system 

~ Handling of the R8 R equipment 
RRC770 and TX200 

~ Technical components of the RBR 
system 

~ Equipment specifications 

Dennis Huehren 
Rolf Huehren 

14:00 — 17:00 Practical instructions and exercises 
~ Refrigeration System Retrofit 

CFC to HFC, CFC to HC 
Discussion 

17:45 
19:00 — 22:00 

Arrival at Hotel 
Meeting wit Universal Co, and NOU 

~ Preparation of second workshop 
session in December 06 
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Sunda, 26th November 2006 
07:25 — 10:30 Departure to Germany Dennis Huehren 

Rolf Huehren 
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Agenda for the second R&R workshop session in December 06 

Tuesda, 19' December 2006 
12:30 

19:15 

Departure from Duesseldorf, Germany via 
Munich to Cairo 
Arrival at Cairo airport 

Rolf Huehren 

Wednesda, 20m December 2006 
08:45 
09:00 — 09:30 
09;30 — 13:00 

Arrival at Giza Electrical School 
Registration of participants 
Power Point presentation 
~ Retrofit 
~ Recovery- and Retrofit-friendly plants 
~ Lubricants 
~ Handling of Lubricants 
~ Separate Oil and Refrigerants 
~ European Regulations (EN 378 

2037/2000) 

Dennis Huehren 
Rolf Huehren 

14:00 — 17:00 ~ Practical Experiences 
~ In- depth practical demonstration 
~ Dismantling of the compressor 
~ Oil- measuring by weight 
~ Identification of contaminations (Oil-Test) 
~ Visible inspection of Oil (color and 

condition) 
~ Filter-Drier replacement 
~ Necessity of Suction-Line Filters 
~ Using of Nitrogen in different matters 

esp. Oil-decanting 
~ Using of a Vacuum-Pump during filling 

procedure with oil 

~ Helpful tools 
~ Charging the compressor with Ester-Oil 

Discussion 

17:45 
Arrival at Hotel 
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Thursda, 21" December 2007 
08:45 
09:00 — 09:30 
09;30 — 10;30 

Arrival at Giza Electrical School 
Registration of participants 
Power Point presentation 
~ Best Practice in Brazing 
Discussion 
Preparation of the seminar locality 

Rolf Huehren 

10:30 — 13:00 Practical instructions and exercises 
~ Brazing of copper-copper connections 
~ Soft copper tubes diameter 12mm and 

16mm with several different expanded 
sleeve joints 

~ copper-phosphorus solder only 

14:00 — 17:00 Brazing procedure test for 31 participants 
~ Assessment according EU DIN 13133 

regulation 
~ 16mm diameter soft copper 50mm long 

with two expanded sleeve joints 
connected to a straight soft copper tube 
about 50mrn length each 

« «P 

. . «'' 

17:45 Arrival at Hotel 
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Frida, 22nd December 2006 
10:00 
09:00 — 16:00 

Arrival at Giza Electrical School 
Assessment of 34 test pieces 

Rolf Huehren 

16:45 Arrival at the Hotel 

Saturda, 23' December 2006 
08:45 
09:00 — 09:30 
09:30 — 10:00 

Arrival at Giza Electrical School 
Review of the last day 
Power Point presentation 

~ Parts of Domestic Refrigeration 

Rolf Huehren 

14:00 — 17:00 Practical instructions and exercises 
Step by step demonstration and explanation 

~ Domestic refrigeration cycle error 
analysis and fault isolation 

~ System pressure analysis 
~ Electrical measurements 
~ Refrigeration cycle preparation 
~ Using of Nitrogen in different matters 
~ Oil change at a hermetic compressor 
~ Use of Quick Couplers "HANSEN" for 

domestic refrigeration 
~ System evacuation 
~ Refrigeration System Retrofit 

CFC R12 to HFC R134a 
~ Refrigerant charge determination 
~ Hermetic system preparation 
~ Leak test 
~ System brazing 
~ Electrical measurements 

17:45 

Discussion 

Arrival at Hotel 

Tuesda, 26' December 2006 
10:30 — 19:30 Departure to Germany Rolf Huehren 

IGC T GmbH — Kronprinzenstrasse 90, D-40217 Dosseldorf 
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Results of the third day Brazing assessment 

12 

10 
M 

8 
6$ 

'o 6 

Q 

U Results 

0 
2 3 5 6 

Mark 

Basis of evaluation 
Determination of assessment score in coordination with the trainers 

Ilark Irn ortance A raise Point in % 
Ve Excellent 
Excellent 
Ve Good 
Good 
Bad 
Ver Bad 

90 to 100 
80 to 90 
60 to 80 
50 to 60 
31 to 49 

1 to 30 

Worksop Overall Results 

The objectives set out for the seminar were fully met through the appropriate design of 
the workshop agenda whose sessions addressed all relevant issues. 

ICCT GmbH — Kronprinzenstrasse 90, D-40217 l30sseldorf 
Tet/Fax: 0211-342210 — Email: info@i-oct. corn 
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The RBR programme is part of the Arab Republic of Egypt RMP. As such, it will be 

accompanied by other RMP elements such as public awareness raising, training and 

policy development. 

The NOU will establish a monitoring mechanism to ensure that the objectives of the 
R8, R programme are met and will produce a follow-up report on the operation and 
performance of the R8 R system after completion. 

Next planned workshop for the training of technicians organized by the national NOU, 

the German GTZ and Universal Co. will take place in February 2007. Defined locations 
are training facilities in Cairo, Alexandria and Aswan. 

ICCT GmbM — Kronprinzenstrasse 90, D-40217 Dusseldorf 
Tel/Fax: 0211-342210 — Email: into@acct. corn 
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Annex A: Workshop Pictures 

The Workshop Area at 
Giza Electrical School 

different demonstration units 
available 

k4 i~ ~ 

j 

Theoretical Power Point 
Presentation 

Trainer Dennis Huehren 

Practical training with RTl 
recovery unit TX200 

Trainer Dennis Huehren 

ICCT GmbH — Kronprinzenstrasse 90, D-40217 D0sseldorf 
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Practical training with RTI MAC 

unit RRC770 
Trainer Oennis Huehren 

j ' 
Practical training of 

Brazing 
Trainer Rolf Huehren 
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Practical training of 
Brazing and copper tube 

treatment 
Trainer Rolf Huehren 

t Qf 

Brazing procedure test 
according EU DIN 13133 

regulation 
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Annex 8: List of Trainers Participants 

Serial 

Yasser Elsyed Selim Ali 

Salah Bayoumi AbdelRahim 
Hekal 

Associations 

Elbadrasheen Secondary Industrial School 

Bahtim Secondary Industrial School 

Rafaat Mostafa Mousa 

4 
Saria Ahmed Abd Elrahrnan 

5 
Elsayed Abdel Nabi Abdel aziz 

Amr Aly Farghaly Ahmed 

Bahtim Secondary Industrial School 

Bahtim Secondary Industrial School 

Elgiza Electricity Secondary School 

Elgiza Electricity Secondary School 

Essam Ibra him AbdelHamid 
7 

Mohamed Ali Ali Mohamed 

Elbadrasheen Secondary Industrial School 

Elahram Secondary Industrialmale school 

13 

14 

Mohamed Abdel Latif Ali 

Mohamed Mokhtar Mohamed 
Ahmed 

Selim Mohamed Selim El Sherif 

El Mewafaq Ahmed Abou Elela 
Kh alii 

Mohamed Saad Abbass 
Mohamed 

Amer Elsayed Mahmoud El 

Sayed 

Mohamed Fouad Abbass 

Abdel Sttar Fouad Abdel Elsattar 

Ehab Abdel Azeem Mahmoud 

Mahfouz rahim Eskander 

Refrigeration and A/C supervisor from the 
Elnozha educational sector 

Galal Fahmy advanced Technical School 

Teacher in the Galal Fahmy advanced 
Technical School 

Teacher in Galal Fahmy advanced Technical 
S choo'I 

Teacher in Elgiza Electricity Secondary 
School 

Teacher in Banha Mechanical Secondary 
School 

Teacher in industrial Abdeen Secondary 
School 

Teacher in Industrial Abdeen Secondary 
School 

Teacher in Industrial Abdeen Secondary 
School 

Teacher in Elgiza Secondary Electricity 
School 
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19 
Mahmoud Elsyed Abdel Aziz 
Zayed 

20 
Magdy Mohamed Hassan 

Mahmoud Ashour 
21 

Khaled Osman Mohamed 
22 

Atef Sedik Masouad 
23 

Albert lbrahim Meshreky 
24 

Tarek Ahmed Hassan 

Technic(an in Elagina Scenter for Mac 

Elgiza Electricity Secondary School 

Elgiza Electricity Secondary School 

Elgiza Electricity Secondary School 

Elgiza Electricity Secondary School 

Sammar Abdel Gabar 
26 

27 
Osama Abdel Tawab 

Tarek Ahmed Soliman 
28 

Hany Fouad Gabalia 
29 

Nadia Abdel Samee 
30 

Universal Company 
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